GENERAL DATA OF THE EVENT

ASSOCIATION / SPELEOLOGICAL GROUP / OTHER
Speleological Research Center Altamura and the Melphicta Kalipè Caves Group.

Dates
30 June to 3 July 2022

PLACE
Altamura at Lamalunga Visitor Center from.

REFERENT
Antonio Dinora

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
100

NUMBER OF ORGANIZERS
20

DURATION OF THE EVENT
4 days

NOTES

EVENT-SPECIFIC DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of event</th>
<th>Description and comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explorations between past and future, presentations, screenings, exhibitions, music and even activities for children, trekking and cave visits.</td>
<td>What drives a man to challenge the unknown, to enter the bowels of the Earth? «I love the caves of a visceral passion that leads me to look everywhere for darkness and depth». And it is precisely from the strength of this passion that we want to start to tell about caves, to amaze, amaze and fascinate even those who have always known the caves only with imagination. &quot;Of stone and water. Stories of speleology&quot; – (Fabrizio Ardito) The speleologist writers Andrea Gobetti and Carlos Solito, the speleosub Rick Stanton, the explorers Gianluca Selleri and Francesco Ferraro, the poet Eugenio Griffoni, and again Nino La Rocca, Francesco Papetti, Vincenzo Martinucci, Alessandra Lanzetta, Francesco Maurano, Gianni Pofi, Silvia Ciausi Schettini, Pino Palmisano, Gino Penta and many others, will be the protagonists of the regional meeting with an international scope &quot;Raccontiamo Speleologia: Caves, the possible narration... and impossible&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES

L’evento tenutosi ad Altamura, ha riunito esperti, amanti e frequentatori delle grotte. Ognuno, a suo modo, ha raccontato qualcosa di un mondo affascinante, ma anche complesso. Il desiderio di tutti e’ che non si perda traccia di quanto e’ presente negli archivi della memoria e che si integri questi con vari documenti antichi spesso privati, al fine di tracciare un quadro di informazioni da consegnare alle future generazioni.
Raccontiamo
SPELEOLOGIA
Grotte, la narrazione possibile... e impossibile
Altamura, 30 giugno - 3 luglio 2022
Special guest at our FIRST EVENT "RACCONTIAMO LA SPELEOLOGIA" by Team Building: Escape From the cave.
This is Rick Stanton, one of the largest cave divers in the world ☑️ to whom we owe one of the most important and
extraordinary achievements.
In 2018, in fact, he saved twelve boys between 11 and 17 years old and their football coach, trapped in a cave in
Thailand after sudden monsoon rains had submerged the intricate tunnel system that led to the place where they had
found refuge.
Stanton, called by the Thai government, was able to make an underwater crossing in the cave for hundreds and
hundreds of meters, maintaining an incredible coldness, and demonstrating incredible courage as well as very high
technical skills and physical skills. 🤸‍♂️
A beautiful example for our children and for those who have had the good fortune to listen to him.
IRIS Cooperative Society
Man of Altamura - Museum Network
The sounds of the Murgia, music and poetry yesterday at Raccontiamo Speleologia at the Lamalunga Visitor Center: the Flanders made in Italy group